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The White Crane.
Grus leucogemnus*—blanfoiid, Faun. Brit. Ind.,
Birds, Vol. IV, p. 187.
native names :—Kdre-JcJiar, Tunhi, (U. P.) Chini;
Kulang at Hansi.
In this species the bill is longer than in any of our other
Indian cranes, being two-thirds the length of the shank
(from hock to toes), while in the others it is never much
more than half. The face in old birds is bare all round
to behind the eyes, the rest of the head being feathered.
The tertiary plumes of the wing are not long, though they
droop over and hide the tail.
The plumage in old birds is pure white, except for the
black pinion-quills or primaries.
Young ones have feathered faces and are buff instead of
white. The bill is brown, the bare face pink, the eyes
yellow, and the legs and feet pink, with sometimes a black
patch down the front of the shank which looks as if the
bird had stumbled against the tarred fence.
A full-grown cock of this species will measure about
four feet and a half, with a two-foot wing ; the bill will
be about eight inches, and the shank eleven; thus,
apart from the colour, the difference in proportion will
distinguish this bird from a small Sarus.
This splendid bird breeds in Siberia and used to be
rather a rare visitor to India. Hume gives an excellent
account of it in his ' 'Game-birds." He found the bird wary
and hard to shoot, and usually in family parties of two
adults and one young one, evidently the joy and treasure
of its parents. They always frequented jheels and fed on
water-plants, and did not attack the crops. Mr. Rut-
ledge of Entally told me that for twenty years he tried
unsuccessfully to get live specimens of this crane, but

